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Abstract

The most common graph visualization techniques still use node-link layouts; where the nodes represent the entities and the links represent the edges or relationships between the entities. In node-link layouts, the issues of edge density, edge crossings and general edge congestion remain one of the major challenges. In this paper, we introduce a new graph layout: Node-Ring layout. Our layout was inspired by concentric circles, which have appeared in art in numerous diverse situations. We have particularly noted Australian dot painting and Hundertwasser's paintings. The change in layout is that instead of the edges being represented as links (lines between nodes), we represent them as colored rings located inside the node. These concentric edge-rings are colored according to the node to which they connect. Nodes can be sized according to their weight, and for weighted edges a circular section whose angle is proportional to the weight can be drawn instead of a full ring. This alternative layout has no hassle with edge crossings or cluttering.
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1 Introduction

Graphs are ubiquitous. They exist in a plethora of data. That is, any data that contains entities and the relationships between these entities can be represented as graphs. Entities are commonly drawn as nodes and the relationships between these entities are most commonly drawn as links, which are shown as lines or curves connecting the nodes and are often referred to as edges. These approaches...
do specify the data, but the resulting layouts have perennial problems with edge congestion such as overlaps, crossings, and general clutter.

Some of the alternate edge representations such as adjacency and containment that work with more constrained data sets such as trees are less successful with graphs. Here we take a different approach. We turn to art for inspiration and from this inspiration offer a new graph layout approach that we call Node-Ring layouts.

There is indication that attractive and engaging graph representations can help analysts in persist their exploration tasks [39]. Also, the effects of more mathematical aesthetics in graph visualization have been studied by Purchase et al. [30]. These studies show that maximizing symmetry as well as minimizing edge crossings, edge bending and node overlaps have strong effects on understanding the graph structure. In a series of studies conducted by Purchase et al. [31], participants were asked to draw graphs in a more understandable way. The results indicated that the participants tried to follow the same criteria in their drawings: reducing edge crossings, reducing edge bending and increasing symmetry. This seems to indicate that a layout where edges are implicit instead of explicitly drawn as links might be beneficial.

While the problem we tackle is a well-known one, that of edge congestion in graphs, our approach is an art inspired approach. We sample the world of alternate aesthetics to find inspiration for a new approach to graph layouts. It was frequently reoccurring aesthetic of concentric circles that formed the basis of our idea. Concentric circles have existed in art since rock carvings and have occurred repeatedly, as in Kandinskys Concentric Circles. Using the idea of concentric circles we introduce a visualization for graphs that uses an implicit representation of edges. The information about the edges is included without explicitly drawing them as links (See Figure 1). In our visualization, each node is represented by a circle with a specific color. Edges that connect two nodes are implicitly represented by colored rings nested inside the nodes. The direction of the edge can be captured by the color and the position of the rings. The ring is placed in the node from which the edge originates. The originating node has its own color and always retains the very center of its circle and its outer rim to display its own color. The color of the edge-ring shows the color of the destination node (See Figure 6). For visualizing weighted graphs we use weight-proportional edge-ring sectors.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. To explain our inspiration we start, in Section 2, with a short review of traditional and non-traditional artistic works discussing how they led to our Node-Ring link-less layouts for graphs. The challenges of graph visualization that we have tried to address in link-less graph visualization are discussed in the Section 3. Section 4.1 provides an explanation of Node-Ring layouts and contains overview of the visual encoding of our Node-Ring graph visualization. The interaction techniques that are currently included are discussed in the Section 5. We discuss the strengths and weaknesses of this visualization in Section 6 and finally, conclude the paper in Section 7.

2 ARTISTIC INSPIRATION

Our design of Node-Ring graph visualization (see Figure 2) was inspired by concentric circle patterns. These patterns can be seen in several artistic pieces. They are a common feature in Hundertwasser’s work [34]. Figure 3 shows the Hundertwasser painting “Columbus Landed in India” [3] (Creative Commons license [2]). Note the use of multiple multi-colored concentric circular shapes. These types of concentric circles are featured in many of his paintings such as “The Silent Flowers” and “Blobs Grow in Beloved Gardens” [34]. He uses strong colors and repeating motifs, such as lollipop type flowers. He features colorful concentric shapes, often in loose circles, in many of his paintings.

One style of Australian aboriginal paintings is known as dot paintings [35]. While entirely different from Hundertwasser’s work, one can also see concentric circle patterns [28]. Figure 4 shows “Stomping Grounds” an example of such a painting done by Michael Bruce Cummings, styled as kinjart [4] (Creative Commons license [1]). Dot Painting or Aboriginal Dot Art originated in the desert and uses natural substances from the ground for pigments.
resulting harmonious earth colors [35].

Colorful concentric circle patterns have also been used in information visualization. As part of a project related to visualizing physical activity to generate abstract ambient art, Chloe Fan used concentric circle patterns in a visualization she called Bucket (see Figure 5) [9]. As an example work related to both concentric colored circles and to reusing artistic color palettes, in their Luscious project Viégas and Wattenberg [36], create artistic colorful designs by extracting colors from cover pages of luxury magazines.

3 RELATED WORK

In this section we briefly review the related literature in two areas: art inspired visualizations and graph visualizations.

3.1 Art Inspired Visualization

Taking an aesthetic perspective in visualization is not a novel approach. Recently, increasing number of data visualization researchers have been considering aesthetics in their designs. Examples are Informative Art [20] and InfoCanvas [26]. Pousman et al. [29] provides a review of the visualizations that have considered aesthetic patterns in their designs. Viégas and Wattenberg present a survey of projects in artistic information visualization [37]. They explore how an aesthetic approach improves scientific analytical reasoning in information visualization. Etemad et al. present a visualization layout inspired by Spirograph patterns for representing ecological networks [15]. In this layout, nodes are arranged along the circumference of a large circle as arcs, and edges are mapped to thorn-like shapes that represent the direction and the weight of the edge.

Lin and Vuillermot [23] used Spirograph patterns for visualizing tweets collected during CHI 2013. In their work, many Spirograph patterns were created by tweaking control parameters in a drawing tool. Then the distribution of tweets over time was mapped to the petals of selected Spirograph patterns. Heinrich and Weiskopf [17] used parallel coordinates techniques to create artistic images, based on footprints. Their visualization is based on modeling data points similar to kernel density estimation (KDE).

3.2 Graph Visualization

The three particularly relevant aspects of graph layout for our research are graphs with edge congestion, directed graphs and weighted graphs.

3.2.1 Edge Congestion

Large graph visualizations suffer from the cluttering problem due to a large number of edge crossings and overlapping nodes. Techniques such as filtering, clustering and focus+context have been introduced to reduce these cluttering problems [19]. For example, Holten [21] uses hierarchical edge bundling for visualizing compound graphs. In this visualization, edge bundling techniques help to reduce the edge crossings between clusters. The NodeTrix [18] graph visualization offers a type of interactive filtering by allowing nodes to be clustered as a matrix representations within the node-link layout. Clustering and focus+context methods are used for exploring and interacting with large graphs [5, 7]. Also, a series of papers have explored using interaction to address edge congestion [32, 38].
3.2.2 Directed graphs

Traditionally, in directed graphs, the direction of an edge is illustrated by either arrowheads [12] or tapering curves [22]. These choices in visualization can cause more clutter (due to extra marks needed to specify the direction), especially when the number of edges is high. To address this cluttering some visualization techniques show the direction by changing the thickness of the directed edge in the space between the destination and origin [33]. In our visualization, including the direction reduces number of node rings as we only include the ring in the node associated with the origin of the edge direction.

3.2.3 Weighted graphs

In a node-link visualization of weighted graphs, the weight is mapped to either the length of the edge [10], or the thickness or color of the edge [13]. In matrix visualization of weighted graphs, the weight of each edge can be mapped to the color or the size of the corresponding cell [16]. Among all these visualization methods, people prefer node-link layouts that use thickness to indicate the edge weight [6]. Visualizations of weighted graphs have tended to be focused on the weights of edges, however, in our Node-Ring graph visualization; the weights of nodes can also be visualized.

Figure 6: Node-link (left) and Node-Ring graph (right) visualization of a graph with five nodes.

4 NODE-RING GRAPH LAYOUTS

Graphs are popular abstract models for representing objects and their relationships. They have been widely used to model data structures such as social networks, road systems, computer networks and organizational charts. A common approach for representing a graph is to use a node-link layout. In this layout, a position and shape are assigned to each node, and edges are usually mapped to links that are represented as lines or curves that connect appropriate nodes (see Figure 6 left). In graphs, typically the position of nodes can be arranged in various ways (e.g. layer, radial, and force-directed) [8]. Edges have been drawn using a variety of styles such as straight lines, poly-lines, curves [8]. Node-link layouts for graphs with a large number of edges usually suffer from edge congestion. To provide the common terminology, we will denote a graph as \( G = (V,E) \) with a set of nodes, \( V \), and a set of edges, \( E \). \( G \) is called a complete graph if all of its nodes are connected to each other. In the case of simple graphs (undirected and without multiple edges), connectedness of the graph implies that:

\[
e = \frac{n(n - 1)}{2}
\]

where \( e = |E| \) and \( n = |V| \). Graph \( G \) is considered dense if it has almost as many edges as a complete graph with the same \( n \). Visualizing dense graphs [25] is challenging due to the edge crossings. The density of the graph \( G \) is defined by:

\[
D = \frac{e}{n}
\]

Figure 7: Directed and undirected edges can be shown in Node-Ring graph visualization.

Figure 8: Left: weights of edges are mapped to the sectors of the rings. Right: weights are mapped to ring thickness.

We introduce a visualization for graphs that uses an implicit representation of edges. Therefore information about the edges is included without explicitly drawing them as links (See Figure 2). In our visualization, each node is represented by a circle with a specific color. For example, if a red node is connected to a blue node then there is a blue ring inside the red node’s circle. If the graph is undirected, then there will be a red ring inside of the blue node too. Hence, the direction of the edge is also captured by the color and the position of the rings. The color of the ring shows the destination of the edge and the placement of the ring shows the origin of the edge (See Figure 6 (right)).
4.1 Node-Ring Graph Visual Encoding

As shown in Figure 6, nodes are presented as colored circles. If node $V$ is connected to $W$ then there is a ring with the same color of $W$ inside $V$ (see Figure 7). Therefore, in this design, edges are shown by the colored rings inside of each node. The color of the ring shows the destination of the edge. For undirected graphs a ring for $V$ is also drawn inside $W$ but for directed graphs only one of the two rings is drawn.

Node-ring graph visualization is capable of representing weighted directed graphs. However, including the weight and direction attribute is optional. The weights of the nodes are mapped to the size of the circles. For representing the weights of edges, we use partial sectors of the rings. The full circular ring shows the maximum weight. Other smaller weights are proportionally mapped to smaller sectors as demonstrated in Figure 8 left. Alternatively, weights can be mapped to the ring thickness, however, with dense graphs the differences in ring thickness can be hard to read. In one of our design experiments we mapped the weight of the edges to the thickness of edge’s corresponding ring. However, when there are several rings in one node, it becomes difficult to distinguish the thickness variations of these small rings. Figure 8 right, shows an example that uses thickness of the rings instead of partial rings (Figure 8 left) for mapping the weight of the edges. Figure 9 shows Node-Ring visualization for a fifteen node weighted directed graph with both node weights and edge weights shown as edge-ring sectors.

Different arrangements can be used to position the nodes (e.g. Phyllotactic patterns [27], Voronoi [11], Symmetric [14]). Figure 11 shows two of these possible arrangements. It is also possible to interactively move the nodes and change their positions according to current needs or desires.

An important factor in our design was the issue of node coloring. Naive color assignments can complicate the task of understanding the edges. Figure 12 left, shows a random choice of colors for nodes. The color assignment becomes even more challenging if the aesthetic impression of the colors is also a goal. As part of our exploration of this issue, we studied various artistic paintings to find styles which use contrasting colors. We found that Hundertwasser’s paintings are one example that has such features. Using color extracting techniques such as Colorvis [24], we created color palettes from the contrasting colors of the selected paintings. Figure 12 right, shows the results after using the color palette created from “The Silent Flowers” by Hundertwasser [34].
5 Interaction

Here we describe our current basic interaction techniques. These techniques offer the opportunity to a) select the color of the visualization based on a favorite painting, b) highlight the traditional node-link relationships between a selected node and its connected nodes and c) rearrange the nodes based on the current tasks.

5.1 Color palette

An important factor in Node-Ring graph visualization is the assignment of a specific color to each node. The procedure of color assignment can be improved by exporting color palettes from well-known artists’ paintings using tools like Colorvis [24]. In our prototype, people can load a painting from a saved library and select contrasting colors from their favorite painting. The number of colors that are chosen has to be the same as the number of nodes in the graph. The color palette that has been used to create the Node-Ring graph visualization with twenty one nodes in the Figure 2 is extracted from “City view” by Hundertwasser [34].

5.2 Highlighting the outgoing edges from a selected node

Since at some times it may be important to explicitly represent edges, this can be done by selecting a node to explicitly draw all outgoing edges of that node. The color of each edge is the same color as the color of the node they originate from. Figure 10 illustrates this feature.

5.3 Rearranging nodes

The position of nodes can be interactively rearranged. Since there are no displayed edges, the movement of nodes can be done relatively easily. For example, in Figure 13, the neighbors of the node 1 and 9 have been moved. This feature gives the opportunity to create specific arrangements of nodes.

6 Discussion

In this work, our goal was to create a visualization that presents a weighted directed graph with limited number of nodes but large number of edges. While the Node-Ring visualization has potential
for presenting dense graphs with limited number of nodes, there are some limitations when the number of nodes increases. For example, the number of readily distinguishable colors that can be used in one layout is limited. When presenting graphs with a larger number of nodes it may be possible to use combinations of patterns and textures along with various hues, tints, shades, and tones. However, even then Node-Ring layouts will probably be best used with relatively small dense graphs. Figure 9 shows a comparison between traditional node-link and Node-Ring layouts for presenting a weighted graph with fifteen nodes. Removing edges from the presentation affect the appearance of the visualization. Mapping the nodes weights to the circle radius and edge weights to the ring arcs segments whose angles are proportional to the edge weights offers a new aesthetic in layouts.

7 CONCLUSIONS
We have introduced Node-Ring graph visualization, which is a new approach for representing dense weighted directed graphs. In this visualization we eliminate the explicit representation of edges and instead map the edge relationship between the connected nodes to colored rings. The color of the ring shows the destination of the edge and the placement of the ring shows the origin of the edge. Our Node-Ring approach can also be combined with conventional graph visualization techniques to create hybrid visualizations. Node-Ring graph visualizations can be particularly useful for relatively small but dense graphs when the graph has significantly more edges than nodes. Strongly connected graphs or dense graphs (e.g. complete graphs) are examples of these types of graphs. Visualizing these types of graphs using conventional techniques is challenging because of the high number of edge crossings.

Full or partial use of our Node-Ring method can reduce the edge crossing issue. Although the lack of a direct connection between nodes might make for a less obvious edge interpretation, the cleaner and more colorful layout increases its potential for a more fun and artistic driven solution. To make the node connections more apparent, it is best to assign contrasting colors to the nodes. For our visualization we use color palettes derived from Hundertwasser’s paintings [34]. Interestingly, concentric circles are an important feature in his colorful paintings (see Figure 3). In summary, our Node-Ring graph visualization features colorful concentric circles using an aesthetic inspired by the paintings of Hundertwasser.
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